KEVIN DAY, P.E
VICE PRESIDENT AT-LARGE

Representative for all. Union Family. Committed. members for members

I was born and raised in San Francisco. Growing up in a Union household, my mother worked for SFUSD and my father worked for Veterans Affairs, I learned first hand the value of a strong Union in making a strong Family. The need for strong member representation and a strong Union was instilled in me as soon as I was old enough to understand.

I am a Licensed Professional Civil Engineer who has been with the City and County of San Francisco for over 20-years, the last 15-years of which have been as an active union member at Public Works and the Municipal Transportation Agency. We are Professional and Technical minded people who value education, uphold strong morals, and are committed to civil service for the greater good.

With the COVID-19 pandemic and a looming economic slowdown, it was important for me to step up from a delegate for the Professional Engineers Chapter and contribute even more to the Union membership. We need to come together not only for ourselves, but for the public sector and the constituents we serve. A strong representation is needed for us to have our voices heard. And I hope to be the voice for you.

As your VP At-large, I will provide transparency and inclusiveness as I work to ensure that you have a voice in the decisions that affect you:
- Engineers, from the Golden Gate Bridge to San Jose and everyone in-between.
- Schools; my mother was a teacher at SFUSD & my sister works there today.
- Courts, where I have served as a juror 3 times.
- Our Redevelopment Agency, and all of our members!

FORALLMEMBERS.ORG

VOTE FOR ME THIS NOVEMBER
Please VOTE, Kevin Day for VP At-Large - let’s keep the Union strong and your jobs safe!

IT’S TIME FOR CHANGE.
VOTE:
Jenna Castro President
Janey Chan Vice President
Paul Barradas Secretary
Kevin Day Vice President At-Large
Peter Luong Vice President Membership